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Custom Gear
Custom Jerseys
Sportwear
Competition
Ref Gear | Practice
Sideline Accessories
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In 1977, Continental Sports Supply (CSS) opened its doors to begin sporting goods distribution in the United States and North America. 
Since then, Continental has been the US and North American distributor for such brands as Reusch® Soccer, Erima™, Derby Star™, 
Ligne 7™, vici™, Ref Gear™, TeamGear™, Killer  Volleyball™, Reusch   SnowSports®, and many others.  In 2012, CSS began  
ownership and  distribution of Olympus® Rugby

Rugby has been one of the fastest growing sports in the US for the past few years. Its popularity around the world is gaining a solid 
foothold in the United States. Olympus® Rugby recognizes the need and an opportunity to service the US Rugby market with domestic-
made, fast turnaround uniforms. We manufacture our uniforms with proprietary materials and fabrics which are constructed under our 
own quality control standards with our own sublimation and sewing on premises. 

We hope you will enjoy our new catalog, and more  importantly, our new developments and offerings in Rugby apparel and 
gear. Following closely on the heels of Rugby’s World Cup, we see  continued growth and expansion of this unique  and wonderful 
sport on US soil, and hope that we may service your Rugby needs in the near future and for as long as you play.

Olympus®, America’s Rugby Brand™ has excelled in our ability to produce USA made In-House Custom 
Sublimated jerseys and shorts. Our addition of FASTCUSTOM™ jerseys accelerates our delivery of these custom 
products. Our Custom Jerseys and Shorts are constructed using our USA made proprietary Wick-Flex 10™ 
and Wick-Flex 13™ 4-way stretch moisture wicking material. And, best of all, they are made in our Denver 
warehouse and production facility. 

No more waiting 12 weeks to get your Custom jerseys and shorts! This hi-tech process produces a unique jersey 
and short for your team! We use only the finest sublimation inks, which drive our colors to the most vibrant 
available today! Our Wick-Flex 10™ and Wick-Flex 13™ materials have been in the market for a few years now 
and have drawn rave reviews for its ability to hold colors, deliver durability and outstanding breathability. 

Olympus® is one of the few rugby brands to deliver a women’s cut that uses our proprietary 
fabrics and process. This also includes a women’s cut in shorts. 

Please look through our catalog and give us a call or shoot us an email should you have 
any questions:

800-877-5053

www.OlympusRugby.com

info@OlympusRugby.com
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NEED TO COVER YOUR WHOLE TEAM? 

CONTACT US FOR DISCOUNTS ON 

JERSEY, SHORT, SOCK KITS!

INFO@OLYMPUSRUGBY.COM

Olympus® Custom PRO Sublimated Jersey #6000

Our newest style to be added to our collection!! The new Pro collar that 
is added to this jersey is made for the teams that give their uniforms a 
workout. The neck design includes two strips of neck tape just below the 
“V” in the collar on the inside for extra strength. Additional stitching is also 
added for extra strength below the “V”. 

This shirt is constructed with a proprietary 4-way stretch, 13 ounce Wick-
Flex13™ polyester material. This material has our Moisture Management 
System which helps wick away moisture. It is very durable, and is designed 
to take our top of the line inks in the sublimation process. This creates a 
design that is sure to show up on the playing field! 

This jersey is a Pro-Fit cut, and has reinforced seams. 
You provide your custom designed artwork in a Vector or .AI file. This will 
cut down on artwork charges.
 
Most jersey orders will be ready in 4 weeks or less after approval of 
artwork!! Quicker delivery is available for a slight upcharge.

Sizes: YS, YM, YL, AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL, AXXXL 
         (4X available for an upcharge of $10)

Suggested Retail: $95.00 USD
7-14 Day Rush Delivery:  $101.00 USD

FULLCUSTOMJERSEYS

Olympus® Full Custom Jersey  #3000

Our USA made Custom Jersey is constructed with a 4-way stretch, heavy duty, 
long lasting Wick-Flex13™ polyester. 

This fabric provides a tighter, more sculptured fit. 

The fabric has our Moisture Management System which helps wick away 
moisture, keeping the player cooler, dryer, and more comfortable while playing.

 Our Pro-Fit cut has over lock stitching and raglan sleeves for ease of 
movement and optimal fit, a dual reinforced neck line, and banded hem and 
sleeves.

New knit collar lays down when worn.

You provide your custom designed artwork in a Vector or .AI file. This will cut 
down on artwork charges.
 

Sizes: YS,YM, YL, AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL, AXXXL
         (4X available for an upcharge of $10)

Suggested Retail:  $89.00 USD
7-14 Day Rush Delivery:  $95.00 USD

2x REINFORCED
NECK LINE

INSIDE COLLAR
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7-14
DaysCREATE A FASTCUSTOMTM  

JERSEY IN SIX EASY STEPS! 
1   Choose your Olympus® FASTCUSTOM™ Rugby Jersey design.  
      There are 10 to choose from!

2  Start with the base color for your jersey, followed by two design  
     colors. You can go back any time to try different color       
     combinations.

3  Select the Sleeve Design color. 
4  Select the thread color to be used in your custom jersey. We have  
      white, black, royal blue, navy blue, gold, and red stretch thread  
      to choose from!

5  Select the Logo, Collar and Neck-Tape color for your custom                
      rugby jersey.  

6  Finally select the style and color for the numbering on your        
      jersey kit.

  Once you’ve finished, your final Olympus® FASTCUSTOM™ Rugby 
Jersey will be displayed.  If you are satisfied with your custom 
creation, you may submit your order and we will contact you within 
1-2 business days with a quote, and to collect any necessary team 
logos and badges, sizes and numbers to be used.

  Contact us at info@olympusrugby.com if you have any questions 
about your  Olympus® FASTCUSTOM™ Jersey, or need any help 
with the builder tool.

  All of our Olympus® FASTCUSTOM™ Rugby Jerseys 
are proudly made in the United States, and are ready 
to ship within 7-14 business days after artwork 
approval.

Sizes: YM, YL, AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL, AXXXL

Suggested retail: $82.00 USD

OLYMPUSFASTCUSTOMJERSEYS
DESIGN YOUR OWN 
OLYMPUS® FASTCUSTOM™ RUGBY JERSEY #3040

Go to our www.olympusrugby.com website and try our easy 
to use 3D Rugby Jersey Builder to design your own Olympus® 
FASTCUSTOM™ Rugby Jersey in seconds!

FASTCUSTOMTM

DESIGNS

1000’S
COLOR 

COMBINATIONS

10

TM

®

NEED TO COVER YOUR WHOLE TEAM? 

CONTACT US FOR DISCOUNTS ON 

JERSEY, SHORT, SOCK KITS!

INFO@OLYMPUSRUGBY.COM

Photo: RugbyTown USA 2018

Photo: RugbyTown USA 2018
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7-14
Days

ADD BADGE OR TEAM 
LOGO    

READY TO SHIP  7-14  DAYS
 AFTER FINAL APPROVAL!  
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FULL CUSTOM REVERSIBLE

Olympus® Custom Sublimated Rugby Short with Seam Taping  #3030 

Olympus® now has a custom sublimated short that has seam taping in two areas. The 
side seam on each side of the short is taped from 2 1/2” inside the short, down around 
the bottom seam and back up the side of the short for another 2 1/2”. In addition to the 
side seam taping, the crotch seam is taped from one side of the leg all the way across 
to the other side. Extra strength all around!! Made of our 
Wick-Flex 13™ 4-way stretch material, includes internal draw cord. 
Your design is all we need!
 
Sizes: YS, YM, YL, AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL, AXXXL

Suggested Retail: $35.00 US
7-14 Day Rush Delivery:  $40.00 USD

Taping at the 
seams and 

at the crotch

INSIDE

OUTSIDE

Olympus® Custom Reversible Jersey #3085

Two printed sides give your team a reversible jersey that works as 
two separate jerseys!! 
Our USA made reversible is made from our best 4-way stretch, 
heavy duty Moisture Management System Wick-Flex13™ 
polyester for long wearing, long lasting play. Pro-Fit construction 
with over lock stitching and reinforcement on all seams, as well 
as double binding on the neckline. Our knit collar gives the player a 
terrific fit.
 
You provide your custom designed artwork in a Vector or .AI file. 
This will cut down on artwork charges. Please note that depending 
on the design, some art from the reverse side may be seen.
 
Sizes: AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL, AXXXL
         (4X available for an upcharge of $10)

Suggested Retail:  $120.00 USD
7-14 Day Rush Delivery:  $128.00 USD

SUBLIMATED COMPRESSION SHORTS

CUSTOM SUBLIMATED SHORTS

Olympus®  Custom Sublimated Compression Shorts  #3080

Create a custom compression short for your team! 
Our 100% polyester 4-way stretch compression material uses our WICK-FLEX™ Moisture 
Management System. This helps keep the player cooler and dryer when playing.
This fabric is designed to take our top of the line sublimation inks. This creates a finished 
product that is sure to show your team logos and designs!
Please provide your custom designed artwork in a Vector or .AI file. This will cut down on 
artwork charges. 
Most short orders will be ready in 4 weeks or less after approval of artwork!! Quicker 
delivery is available for a slight upcharge.

Made in the USA!!

Sizes: YL, AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL

Suggested Retail: $50.00 USD
7-14 Day Rush Delivery:  $55.00 USD
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Olympus® Dominator Rugby  Short #21500

Our Olympus® Dominator rugby short answers all of the needs of any player—
Youth League through Professional. 100% Polyester  2x2 Twill body with 4-way 
stretch Polyester side vent inserts and crotch gusset for freedom of movement 
and increased fit.  Full nylon draw-string in double-fold waistband. Interior 
mouth-guard pocket. Extra reinforced bar-tack sewing and seams for durability.  

Colors:  Black with White logo, 
              White with Black logo
              Navy with White logo

Sizes: YS, YM, YL, YXL, AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL, AXXXL

Suggested Retail:  $25.00 USD

Olympus® Elite Rugby Short  #21700

Our latest top end short is constructed of 100% polyester twill with a very soft satin inner face.
This satin inner face makes this short very comfortable and helps eliminate 
any binding. 
Our Olympus® Stretch Zones™ are included in this top level short. The 
Stretch Zones are included on the sides of the short and throughout the 
crotch area. We put on reinforced bar-tack sewing on the seams for 
durability and to stop tear-out.
Grip tape on the inside of the short waistband help keep the player’s shirt 
tucked in during play.
The addition of the hand-wipe area on the sides and back of the short 
help the player when playing in humid or wet, dirty conditions. 
Included on the back waistband area is a mesh inset that helps keep the 
player cool and dry. 
Embroidered logo in the front and back leg along with an Olympus®  
Power Circle logo below the back waistband give this short an extra rich 
look.

Colors: Black with White logos, White with Black logos, 
             Navy with White logos.

Sizes: AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL, AXXXL, AXXXXL

Suggested Retail:  $35.00 USD

Front

Hand-wipe area on 
the sides and back

Side

Mesh inset

Grip tape inside 
waistband

Back

Front

Back

Olympus® All Around Training Short  #22000

 This latest short is great for training on the field or in the gym. Constructed of 100% polyester twill 
with a very soft satin inner face. This satin inner face makes this short very comfortable and helps 
eliminate any binding. 
 Our Olympus® Stretch Zones™ are included in this top training short. The 
Stretch Zones are included on the sides of the shorts and throughout the 
crotch area. We put reinforced bar-tack sewing on the seams for durability 
and to stop tear-out. 
 This is a longer cut short than our other Elite and Dominator models, making 
it perfect for the gym or just around town. Two side pockets and one back 
pocket are added to hold keys, etc. 
 Grip tape on the inside of the waistband help keep shirts tucked in during 
practice or workout. 
 Hand-wipe area on the sides and back of the short help keep the player’s 
hands dry when practicing or working out. 
 Included on the back waistband area is a mesh inset that helps keep the 
player cool and dry. 
 Embroidered Olympus® logo on the front and back leg along with an 
Olympus® Power Circle log below the back waistband give this short an 
extra rich look.

Color: Black with White logos

Sizes: AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL

Suggested Retail: $45.00 USD

Back pocket
Mesh inset

Side

Hand-wipe area on 
the sides and back

Side pockets
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UNIFORMS
SHORTS+

SPECIAL CUT FOR THE FEMALE ATHLETE

WOMEN’S

Olympus® Women’s Full Custom Jersey #3050

Our USA made Custom Jersey is constructed with a 4-way stretch, heavy duty, long lasting Wick-
Flex13™ polyester. This fabric provides a tighter, more sculptured fit.  The fabric has our Moisture 
Management System which helps wick away moisture, keeping the player cooler, dryer, and more 
comfortable while playing. Our Pro-Fit cut has over lock stitching and raglan sleeves for ease of 
movement and optimal fit, a dual reinforced neck line, and banded hem and sleeves. 
New knit collar lays down when worn.

If you choose your design, please submit your artwork in a Vector or .AI file. This will cut down on artwork 
charges. 

Sizes:  YXL, AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL  

Suggested Retail:  $89.00 USD
7-14 Day Rush Delivery:  $95.00 USD

Don’t forget!  
We do custom sublimation Jerseys

with YOUR design or ours.

Olympus® Custom Sublimated Rugby Shorts for Women  #2920

Our Custom Sublimated Women’s shorts are made of the same WICK-FLEX13™ 4-way 
stretch polyester material as our great custom sublimated jerseys!  Double taped seams for 
reinforcement, special women’s cut is taken directly from our reusch brand soccer shorts for 
women.  Add custom shorts to your custom jerseys and you have a team kit—specifically 
designed for women rugby players—that only ONE team has....YOUR team !

Sizes:  YXL, AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL   

Suggested Retail:  $35.00 USD
7-14 Day Rush Delivery:  $40.00 USD

Available 
with your Custom 

sublimated artwork!

Female Ruggers love our Dominator shorts as well! 
See them on page 5

NEED TO COVER YOUR WHOLE TEAM? 

CONTACT US FOR DISCOUNTS ON 

JERSEY, SHORT, SOCK KITS!

INFO@OLYMPUSRUGBY.COM
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YOUTH
SIZE BALLS

PAGE 18

Available 
with your Custom 

sublimated artwork!

Olympus® Dominator Rugby  Short #21500

Our Olympus® Dominator rugby short answers all of the needs of any 
player—Youth League through Professional. 100% Polyester  2x2 Twill 
body with 4-way stretch Polyester side vent inserts and crotch gusset for 
freedom of movement and increased fit.  Full nylon draw-string in double-
fold waistband. Interior mouth-guard pocket. Extra reinforced bar-tack 
sewing and seams for durability.  

Colors:  Black with White logo, White with Black logo, Navy with White 
logo.

Sizes: YS, YM, YL, YXL

Suggested Retail:  $25.00 USD

Olympus® Full Custom Youth Jersey #3000

Our USA made Custom Jersey is constructed with a 4-way stretch, 
heavy duty, long lasting Wick-Flex13™ polyester. This fabric 
provides a tighter, more sculptured fit. The fabric has our Moisture 
Management System which helps wick away moisture, keeping the 
player cooler, dryer, and more comfortable while playing. Our Pro-Fit 
cut has over lock stitching and raglan sleeves for ease of movement 
and optimal fit, a dual reinforced neck line, and banded hem and 
sleeves. New knit collar lays down when worn.
You provide your custom designed artwork in a Vector or .AI file. 
This will cut down on artwork charges.  Or have our designer create 
something custom just for you!
 
Sizes:  YS, YM, YL

Suggested Retail:  $82.00 USD
7-14 Day Rush Delivery:  $88.00 USD

Olympus® Youth Custom Sublimated Rugby Short with Seam Taping  #3030

Olympus® now has a custom sublimated short that has seam taping in two areas. The side seam on 
each side of the short is taped from 2 1/2” inside the short, down around the bottom seam and back up 
the side of the short for another 2 1/2”. In addition to the side seam taping, the crotch seam is taped 
from one side of the leg all the way across to the other side. Extra strength all around!! Made of our 
Wick-Flex 13™ 4-way stretch material, includes internal draw cord. 

Your design is all we need! Email artwork in a Vector or .AI file to info@OlympusRugby.com.  
Or, for an additional cost, have our designer create something custom for you!

Sizes: YS, YM, YL, AS

Suggested Retail:  $35.00 USD
7-14 Day Rush Delivery:  $40.00 USD

YOUTHRUGBY
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Olympus®  Full Custom Sport Cut Singlet #3060

Our USA made Custom Sleeveless Jersey is constructed with a 4-way stretch, lighter 
weight 10 ounce Wick-Flex10™ polyester. Cut for women and perfect for training. 
This fabric has our Moisture Management System which helps wick away 
moisture, keeping the player cooler, dryer, and more comfortable while playing.

You provide your custom designed artwork in a Vector or .AI file. This will cut 
down on artwork charges. Or have our designer create something custom just 
for you!

Your finished jersey will be ready to ship within 4 weeks, after approval of artwork!

Sizes: YM, YL, AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL

Suggested Retail:  $50.00 USD
7-14 Day Rush Delivery:  $56.00 USD 

Olympus®  Full Custom “Muscle Cut” Hoodie ##71005

This USA made Custom muscle cut hoodie is constructed of our proprietary 4-way 
stretch, lighter weight 10 ounce Wick-Flex10™ polyester. Perfect for off field or 
game day wear. This fabric has our Moisture Management System which helps wick 
away moisture, keeping the player cooler and more comfortable. Great addition to 
your fan gear!

This hoodie has a Pro-Fit cut, and has a hood that is customizable both the inside 
and outside of the hood.
You provide your custom designed artwork in a Vector or .AI file and we take it from 
there!! 

Your finished hoodie will be ready to ship within 4 weeks, after approval of artwork!

Sizes: YM, YL, AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL

Suggested Retail:  $55.00 USD
7-14 Day Rush Delivery:  $62.00 USD 

Olympus® Basic Singlet #3055

Perfect as a training or pre-match jersey. Made from 100% polyester that has 
our Moisture Management System which helps wick away moisture, keeping 
the player cooler, dryer, and more comfortable while playing.

 Add your team design or sponsor logo!  Please submit your artwork in a Vector 
or .AI file to info@OlympusRugby.com.

Sizes: YS, YM, YL, AS, AM, AL, AXL

Suggested Retail: $23.00 USD
7-14 Day Rush Delivery:  $28.00 USD

SLEEVELESSRUGBYAPPAREL
SUBLIMATED
INSIDE HOOD!
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Olympus® No Handzone Jersey #71015

The No Handzone Jersey is a perfect training tool/visual aid in preparing players to 
stay within the laws of the game when going into contact with the ball carrier. The 
bright orange color zone is a visual reminder to players and coaches to avoid this 
area. This is an ideal tool for developing players as well as veterans alike. 

Constructed with a 4-way stretch, heavy duty, long lasting Wick-
Flex13™ polyester, the fabric has our Moisture Management System 
which helps wick away moisture, keeping the player cooler, dryer, and 
more comfortable while playing. 

Match this jersey with our Tackle Training Mitts!!

Color: bright orange top with black bottom
 
Sizes: YS,YM, YL, AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL, AXXXL
         (4X available for an upcharge of $10)

Suggested Retail:  $50.00 USD
Add a number to the back:  +$10.00 USD

ELITE PRO TRAINING GEAR

Great way to 

advertise your 

sponsors.....

Olympus® Basic Try and Travel Jersey #2950

This jersey is imported. We then we sublimate your team logo along with added 
custom stitching. This makes the jersey custom at a lower cost. The jersey is a 
lighter weight 4 ounce, and is made of moisture wicking polyester. We can add 
any color logo on the white version. The red, royal and yellow jerseys take only 
black and grey logos (or a combination of these two colors). 

These are also great as social or travel shirts. Don’t forget that we need your 
logo in a Vector or .AI format.

Jersey colors: White, Red, Pink, Gold, Silver, Graphite (Dark Grey),   
                Royal Blue, Columbia Blue. 

Stitch Colors: Black, White, Royal, Navy, Red

Sizes: YS, YM, YL, AS, AM, AL, AXXL

Suggested Retail:  $32.00 USD / One Side Print
              $36.00 USD / Two Sided Print 

Olympus® Tackle Training Mitt #71010

Designed for use in training, this mitt forces the player to tackle properly. The player 
must “wrap” tackle the opponent, learning proper technique.
The palm of the mitt is bright orange, and the backhand is black. This allows coaches 
to see how the player is tackling.  Entire glove is constructed from a breathable, 
moisture wicking mesh.  Stretch zone material added for additional comfort. 
Full wrap, elasticized hook and loop wrist closure. 

Match these mitts with our Tackle Training Jersey!!

Color: black with bright orange palm

Sizes: 7/8 (S), 9/10 (M), 11/12 (L)

Suggested Retail:  $35.00/pair USD

Add a sublimated number to 
your jersey! +$10.00

NEED TO COVER YOUR WHOLE TEAM? 

CONTACT US FOR DISCOUNTS ON 

JERSEY, SHORT, SOCK KITS!

INFO@OLYMPUSRUGBY.COM

0verlock 
stitch 
seams

NO HANDZONE
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Back

Front

Olympus®  Stadium Jacket  #72500

This quilted Stadium Jacket is ideal for coaches, reserve players, and everyday 
team or player wear. 
100% 210T nylon shell. Extra deep quilting for greater warmth on cold, misty,
raw days.
Lining is 100% Polyester taffeta.  Zip off hood is 210T nylon outer and 210T 
Polyester taffeta inner. 
Roomy cut for ease of movement for training. 2 front slash zipper pockets, 
plus front zip pocket for iPod or cell phone (includes pass-thru for ear buds or 
head-phones).
Large inside Velcro pocket for team sheets, wallet, etc. 
Includes embroidered Olympus® logo. 

Color:  Black with White piping

Sizes:  AM, AL, AXL, AXXL

Suggested Retail:  $75.00 USD

Olympus® “Devin”  Warm-Up #72600

Shell is constructed of 100% woven polyester microfiber.
Jacket lining is polyester mesh for ventilation.  Half-zip jacket.
Velcro closure on bottom of sleeves for better fit.
Velcro closure on bottom sides of the jacket for option of tighter fit 
when wearing on the field.
Two side pockets on jacket with zipper closure.
Jacket has drop-tail on the back.
Velour neck trim on jacket for additional comfort.
Pinstripe accent down the jacket and pants.
Elastic waistband on pants includes inner draw cord.
Pant has full mesh lining, except on bottom of pants where full 
polyester lining is used to make entry and exit of pants easier.  Extra 
long covered zipper on side of pants helps player quickly get in and 
out of pants.
Velcro closure on bottom pants allows the player to tighten the 
bottom as much or as little as they wish.
 
White/red OLYMPUS® logo is embroidered on the jacket and the pant.
 
Color: Black with white pinstripe
 
Sizes: AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL, AXXXL
 
Suggested retail:  $80.00 USD

Removable 
Zip-Off Hood

Olympus® Sideline And Travel Jacket #72510

This jacket is perfect for wearing on the sideline 
or when traveling. The shell material is a woven 
bubble material that has a PU coating. Insulation is 
a polyester non-woven wadding. The lining is also 
a polyester material. Included is a zippered sleeve 
pocket that is perfect for an ID, credit cards, etc. Also 
included are two zippered side pockets. 

Color: Black with Red accents 

Sizes: AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL

Suggested Retail: $99.00 USD
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Olympus®  Contact Jacket #72550

Our latest addition to our jacket series, this jacket is intended to be 
used when practicing. Designed without pockets, this jacket has a 
lining along with a crew neck.

Content is 100% polyester, which is wind and rain resistant.

Colors: Black / White, Navy / White

Sizes: AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL

Suggested Retail:  $60.00 USD
 

Olympus®  Full Custom Performance Hoodie #71008

This USA made Full Custom hoodie is constructed of our 
proprietary 4-way stretch, heavy duty 13 ounce Wick-Flex13™ 
polyester. Perfect for off field or game day wear. This fabric has 
our Moisture Management System which helps wick away 
moisture, keeping the player cooler and more comfortable. Great 
addition to your fan gear!

This hoodie has a Pro-Fit cut, and has a hood that is 
customizable both the inside and outside of the hood.

You provide your custom designed artwork in a Vector or 
.AI file. This will cut down on artwork charges. Or have our 
designer create something custom just for you!

Your finished jersey will be ready to ship within 4 weeks, after 
approval of artwork!

Sizes: YM, YL, AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL

Suggested Retail:  $75.00 USD
7-14 Day Rush Delivery:  $82.00 USD 

SUBLIMATED
INSIDE HOOD!
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Olympus® ‘Basic’ Rugby Jersey Style #2550

Great for the Rugby Club on a budget! Our 100% Polyester jersey is lighter weight while 
remaining very durable.  Solid color with contrasting overlock stitch seams, reinforced 
neckline, 13 available colors, breathable Moisture Management Fabric (MMF) that helps 
keep the player cooler and dryer during match play and/or training.  Great pre-match 
warm up jersey for Youth Rugby and ‘Old Boys’ Rugby teams!
 
Colors: Forest/White, Scarlet/White,  
             White/Black, Black/White
             Yellow/Black, Silver/Black, 
             Royal/White, Navy/White,
             Purple/White, Orange/Black,  
             Teal/White, Sky Blue/Black, 
             Lime/Black.

Sizes:  YS, YM,  YL,  AS,  AM,  AL,  
            AXL, AXXL, AXXXL

Suggested Retail:  $30.00 USD 0verlock stitch 
seams

1  Choose your Olympus® FASTBASIC™ jersey color from the colors shown. There are 10 colors to choose 
from!

2  Email your team crest to info@OlympusRugby.com. 
Remember that logo colors may appear distorted on colored Olympus®FASTBASIC™ jerseys.  Colored 
logos print best on white jerseys. 

3  We will send back a 2D Mock-Up of your design within 1-2 business days.  If you are satisfied with your creation, 
you may submit your final order approval. Most orders ship within 10 business days of final approval. 

FASTBASIC™ Jersey colors: Scarlet/White, White/Black, Yellow/Black,
                Silver/Black, Royal/White, Orange/Black,
                Teal/White, Sky Blue/Black, Lime/Black

Contact us at info@OlympusRugby.com if you have any questions about your Olympus® FASTBASIC™ Jersey.

All of our Olympus® FASTBASIC™ Rugby Jerseys are ready to ship within 7-14 business days after artwork approval!

Sizes: YS, YM, YL, AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL, AXXXL

Suggested Retail: $ 40.00 USD

OLYMPUS® FASTBASIC™ RUGBY JERSEY #3045
Send your team crest to info@OlympusRugby.com. 

CREATE A FASTBASIC™ JERSEY IN THREE EASY STEPS!

Add your team logo!
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Add your team logo!

Olympus® Custom VDRY™ Fan and Travel Shirt #3095

This VDRY™ MOISTURE MANAGEMENT FABRIC is perfect for 
team travel or for that Player of the Match shirt. Print both sides 
with your artwork! This material has our Moisture Management 
System which helps wick away moisture. Please submit your 
artwork in a Vector or .AI file. This will cut down on artwork 
charges. 

Submit artwork to info@OlympusRugby.com.   
Your finished jersey will be ready in 3 weeks or less after ap-
proval of artwork!!

Available in Short Sleeve and Long Sleeve!!

Sizes: YS, YM, YL, AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL

Suggested Retail: Short Sleeve: $30.00 USD
             Long Sleeve: $40.00 USD

Olympus® Full Custom Light Weight Practice Jersey #3090

Our 100% Polyester practice jersey is lighter weight while remaining very 
durable. Perfect for practice jerseys, coaches shirts, or a team travel shirt.  
This material has our Moisture Management System which helps wick away 
moisture. 
Use your custom design or have our designer create something original for you! 
Please submit your artwork to info@OlympusRugby.com in a Vector or .AI file. This 
will cut down on artwork charges. 

Your finished jersey will be ready in 4 weeks or less after approval of artwork!!

Sizes: YS, YM, YL, AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL

Suggested Retail:  $60.00 USD
7-14 Day Rush Delivery:  $66.00 USD

BACK

BACK

Olympus® Sublimated TRY Tee  #3075

Made from our 4 ounce 100% polyester that has our Moisture Management 
System which helps wick away moisture, keeping the player cooler, dryer, and 
more comfortable while playing. 

Submit your team and sponsor logos (limit 3) to info@OlympusRugby.com.

All shirts printed with Olympus® Logo at base of collar.

Colors: White, Silver, Charcoal Grey, Red, Pink, 
            Royal Blue, Columbia Blue, Gold

Sizes: YS, YM, YL, AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL

Suggested Retail:  $24.00 USD / One Side Print
              $28.00 USD / Two Sided Print

BACKFRONT

FRONT

FRONT
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Lava Lava worn 
by player Flat Lava Lava

vici VDRY™ Moisture Management Long Sleeve Jersey  #1600L 

Available in both long and short sleeve. Tagless label for zero irritation.
VDRY™ MOISTURE MANAGEMENT FABRIC that allows the player to remain 
cool and fresh with excellent moisture wicking and breathability. 100% 
knit Polyester with a supple, luxurious hand.
Stretchable, wind resistant material assures a good fit, along with 
regulating body heat.
Colors: White, Black, Grey.
Sizes: YM, YL, AS, AM, AL, AXL*
*White and Grey available in AXXL
Suggested retail: $22.00 USD

vici VDRY™ Moisture Management Short Sleeve Jersey #1600S

VDRY™ Moisture Management Fabric allows the player to remain cool 
and fresh. This material has excellent moisture wicking and breathability. 
This specially knit 100% polyester can be sublimated with your team logo or 
sponsors logos. It has a supple, luxurious hand along with being stretchable 
and wind resistant. This fabric also helps regulate body heat.

Colors: White, Black, Grey

Sizes: YM, YL, AS, AM, AL, AXL* 
*White and Grey available in AXXL
Suggested Retail: $20.00 USD

Olympus® Custom Lava Lava #4120

Our custom Lava Lava is approximately 60” by 39”. Perfect for pre-game or after-game to show your team support. 
Constructed with our proprietary 4-way stretch, 10 ounce Wick-Flex10™ polyester material. This material has our 
Moisture Management System which helps wick away moisture.

The stretch in this material makes it perfect to tie around the waist and not worry about it coming undone! 
Also works great for sun shade, field blanket, shoulder wrap, or team flag!

You provide your custom designed artwork in a Vector or .AI file. This will cut down on artwork charges. 

Most Lava Lava orders will be ready in 4 weeks or less after approval of artwork!! Quicker delivery is available for a 
slight upcharge.

Size: One size only (60” x 39”)

Suggested Retail: $50.00 USD
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OLYMPUS® Bumblebee Socks #2032

For use in Rugby and Soccer. Heel and toe construction with comfortable 
absorbent foot. Double knit, extra long, turn down cuff adds comfort and helps 
socks stay up during competition. Bumblebee colors are 3”contrasting ‘hoops’. 
Olympus® logo is on foot so that ‘hoop’ socks can 
be used with any uniform.

Colors: Forest/Gold; Red/White; Maroon/White; Black/White; Black/Red; 
            Navy Blue/Gold; Black/Gold; Navy Blue/White; Royal Blue/White; 
            Forest/White

Sizes: Jr. and Sr.

 Suggested retail: $13.00 USD per pair

OLYMPUS® Silicone Performance Sock #3088

This revolutionary sock is constructed of a nylon/elastic blend. Added on the 
foot bed is our OLYTACK™ silicone design that helps keep the players foot from 
moving in the shoe. This gives the player extra stability and cuts down on the
friction between the sock and the foot bed. 
The player’s lateral movements will be crisper as the sock will stay in contact with 
the shoe and prevent the irritating sliding that can happen with normal socks.
Compression zones in the sock help keep the sock from gathering and assists in 
the player’s circulation, keeping the muscles warmer.  LINTOE finishing eliminates 
inside toe seam for optimal comfort.

Colors: White with black Olympus® logo;
             Black with white Olympus® logo

Size: Senior

 Suggested retail: $15.00 USD per pair

Olympus® Performance Sock Style #2029

90% nylon, 10% latex elastic. Thinner style sock for better performance. 
Ventilated mesh calf area adds breathability and comfort zones. 
Compression areas help keep the sock from gathering and assist 
circulation.  LINTOE finishing eliminates inside toe seam for optimal 
comfort.

Colors:  White/Black, Royal/White, Scarlet/White, Black/White, Navy/White

Sizes:  Jr. and Sr.

Suggested Retail:  $12.00 USD per pair 

NEW COLOR 
NAVY/WHITE

Olympus® Custom Compression Leg Sleeve #3035

Our new leg sleeve is made of a stretch polyester that can be custom 
printed to match your custom Olympus® uniforms! This leg sleeve not only 
completes your uniform, it is a compression sleeve that helps with blood 
flow in your calf area. The top of the sleeve has our OLYTACK™ silicone 
strip that helps keep the sleeve in place on your leg!

Sizes: Junior (13 inches), Senior (15 inches)

Suggested Retail: $25.00 USD

OLYTACK™

Grip Pattern on 

Bottom of sock
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Olympus® Prevail Match Ball  #230

Suitable for both Training and Match play, the Prevail is Olympus’® first ball entry on the USA 
market. 4 panel construction with multi-pebble covering.

Color: White/Fiesta Red/Black

Sizes:  5

Suggested Retail: $35.00 USD

Olympus® Menace Rugby Ball  #216

The Olympus® Menace is a 4 panel training/match ball.  
4 layer poly-cotton lining, Latex bladder, rubberized  outer-shell with fine-pebble grip.

Color:  White/Midnight Blue/Black

Sizes: 5

Suggested Retail:  $29.00 USD

Olympus®   Prevail Pro Match Ball #234

Suitable for both Training and Match play. Rubberized, tougher, more aggressive OLYGRIP™ 
pebble cover. 
Latex bladder for better play. 4 panel construction with 4 layer poly-cotton lining.

Color: White/black/red

Size: 3, 4, 5

Suggested retail: $37.00 USD

Olympus®   Menace II Ball #220

Our latest ball that is made for Training or Match play. This is a 4 panel, 4 layer poly-cotton 
lined ball. The bladder is latex, and the shell is a rubberized fine-pebble grip surface. 

Color: White/Royal blue/Silver

Sizes: 3, 4, 5

Suggested retail:  $20.00 USD
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Reusch®  Neoprene Wrist Brace 
Style  #3177520

Designed for very common thumb and wrist 
injuries. 2mm Neoprene can be worn on 
either Left or Right hand. Thumb support in 
addition to wrist support.  

Color:  Black

Sizes:  S, M, L, XL  

Suggested Retail:  $11.00 USD 
                             Sold Singularly

Olympus® Mesh Ball Bag #961

Olympus® mesh ball bag that measures 24" by 36". Holds 7 to 9 rugby balls.
Includes drawstring, spring cord lock and ID tag.

Color: White.

Suggested retail: $6.00 USD

Olympus®  Arm Compression Sleeve #1562010

This 10” compression sleeve is designed to keep players arm muscles 
warm and supple, reducing cramping and fatigue. Sleeve also helps 
eliminates turf burns and bruises when playing.

Color:  Black

Size:  Senior

Suggested Retail:  $7.00 USD Sold in pairs

Manchester®  Leather Food Kit #7995

Our Manchester® Leather Food has been designed 
for use on all leather products. Made of natural oils 
and waxes. These components help keep leather 
soft, supple, and protected against the elements.  
Extends the life of leather! Does not prevent leather 
from being polished. Each kit contains a 6.25 oz. 
can of Manchester Leather Food, an applicator, a 
brush and a shine mitt.

Colors:  Clear or Black

Suggested Retail:  $13.00 USD per kit

Olympus®  Rugby Ball Key Chain  #3010

This mini replica of our Olympus® game ball is a stuffed mini ball that uses a 
strong aluminum carabiner closure.   One size only.

Suggested retail:  $7.50 USD
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Olympus® Team Backpack #727

600 denier gauze polyester with full PVC lining.
U shaped top opening allows easy access to the large 
inner compartment.
Front small zippered compartment on the outside front 
of the bag that is excellent for wallet, keys or other small 
items
Top quality nylon zippers.
Front ball pocket that is vented with a heavy duty mesh 
front.
Side tunnel which is terrific for shoes and is vented 
through the side pocket.
Two large side pockets that are made of vented heavy duty 
mesh.
Padded anatomical shoulder straps.
Carry loop on the back of the bag.
Waist strap. 
Front area of the bag designed to allow embroidery/screen 
printing of team badge or number.
Two jacket straps on the front of the bag.

Size: 18 inches high X 12.5 inches wide X 10 inches diameter

Colors: Black/White Piping, Scarlet Red/Black/White Piping, 
            Royal Blue/Black/White Piping, Sky Blue/Black/White Piping

Suggested retail:  $35.00 USD

Ask about
SUBLIMATION

Pricing!

Olympus® Training Bib #1018

Made of an easy to see heavy duty 100% bright polyester
Banded in black for contrast
Designed to allow sublimation
Team or league name sublimated on request for an additional charge
Add sublimated number and/or logo on the back at additional charge

Colors: Neon Orange, Neon Yellow, Neon Lime Green, Red, Sky Blue
Size: Jr. and Sr.

Suggested retail: Sold by Half Dozen: $48.00 USD/6pcs. ($8.00 USD ea.)
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www.law-6.com

Olympus® All-Around Referee Short  #22000

This is a longer cut short than our other Elite and Dominator models, making it perfect for 
referees. 
Two side pockets and one back pocket are added to hold 
whistle, ref wallet, etc. Constructed of 100% polyester twill with 
a very soft satin inner face. This satin inner face makes this 
short very comfortable and helps eliminate any binding. 
 Our Olympus® Stretch Zones™ are included in this top 
training short. The Stretch Zones are included on the sides of 
the shorts and throughout the crotch area. We put reinforced 
bar-tack sewing on the seams for durability and to stop tear-out.  
 Grip tape on the inside of the waistband help keep shirts 
tucked in during practice or workout. 
 Hand-wipe area on the sides and back of the short help keep 
the player’s hands dry when practicing or working out. 
 Included on the back waistband area is a mesh inset that helps 
keep the player cool and dry. 
 Embroidered Olympus® logo on the front and back leg along with 
an Olympus® Power Circle log below the back waistband give this 
short an extra rich look.

Color: Black with White logos

Sizes: AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL

Suggested Retail: $45.00 USD

Side

Hand-wipe area on 
the sides and back

Side pockets

Back pocket
Mesh inset

 LAW 6  Custom Sir Jersey #3015 

 Newly designed referee jersey developed by our Referee 
department.    Constructed of a soft, breathable polyester fabric 
that has our MOISTURE MANAGEMENT FEATURE (MMF). This MMF 
allows the fabric to breath as it wicks away perspiration from 
the body keeping the official cool and dry. Raglan sleeves for 
additional comfort.    Special bright color combinations. Generous 
cut for ‘Sirs’. Banded tail and sleeves. 

You provide your custom designed artwork in a Vector or .AI file. 
This will cut down on artwork charges. 

 MADE IN THE USA
 
 Sizes: AS, AM, AL, AXL, AXXL

 Colors: Lime/black with canary yellow sleeves, 
           Canary yellow/black with lime sleeves.
 
 Suggested Retail:  42.00  USD

Back of Jersey

Front

CMG “Sir” Whistle  #8100
 
The newest offering from Fox 40 has a 
Cushioned Mouth Grip for greater comfort.  
4 distinct areas on the silicone mouth 
cushion that the ref’s teeth can grip.  High 
pitched “trill” is more intense and loud.

Color:  Black

Suggested Retail:   $10.00 USD each

ACME Thunderer Finger Whistle 
#8104

Long the choice of Soccer and Rugby 
Officials in England, the ACME Thun-
derer is the icon of Referee equipment. 
Made in England of injection molded 
plastic. Very light weight with an ease 
of blowing and easy to carry while run-
ning due to the unique finger-wrap.

Color:  Black

Suggested Retail:  $8.00 each USD
               $88.00 USD/dozen
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Continental Cone 

4” or 2” cone made of flexible PE material.

Colors: Orange, Yellow, Blue, White.

#807 Suggested retail: (Small 2” Cone)
1 - 300 cones: $.90 USD, 301-999 cones: $.80 USD,1000+ cones: $.82 
USD

#801 Suggested retail:  (Large Cone 4” H  x 12” W )  $2.00 USD 

Continental 9” Collapsible Cone #803

Made of flexible PE material. Holes in side 
of cone make it collapse if stepped on.

Color: Orange.

Suggested retail: $1.10 USD

Flat Fitness Rings #811
  
Set these rings up in any pattern, then have the player run, walk, hop or bound 
through them ring to ring to develop balance, flexibility, agility, quickness and 
coordination. Inexpensive way to have 3-4 groups working at the same time 
with functional drills.
Rings are durable and flat to avoid potential injury from tripping.

Sold in sets of 12.

Colors: Red or Yellow.

Suggested retail: $32.00 USD

3
HURDLES
FOR THE

PRICE OF 1

Multi-Height Hurdle #816

This new training device saves the coach 
from transporting 3 different sizes of hurdles.
Opens up to be either a 6”, 9”, or 11.5” 
hurdle.
Folds flat for easy transport and storage.

Sold individually.

Suggested retail: $11.00 USD  

Banana Steps

Step, bound or run over them. They are great for training, rehab, or athletic 
development.
Player can improve speed, power and agility.
Set them up to teach obstacle avoidance.

Sold individually.

#809 Suggested retail:  $11.50 USD    (12” STEPS)
#810 Suggested retail:    $10.50 USD  (6” STEPS)
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Olympus® ABC Training Ladder  #814 and #815
 
Helps players with foot quickness and agility, balance, and coordination.  The Ladders come in 2 lengths, a 20 foot 
and a 30 foot.  The Plastic rungs are adjustable, lie flat, and do not tangle.  The Ladders can be gathered and stores 
into its own handle in seconds.  Each ladder comes in its own carry bag.  
Sold separately.

#814 is 20 feet long and has 12 rungs 
#815 is 30 feel long and has 20 rungs

Suggested Retail:  #814  $42.00 USD                
               #815  $55.00 USD

Olympus® All Around Corner/Marker Flag #969

Corner and field marker flag made of PVC is great for 
use on artificial, hard ground, indoor, or non-permanent 
surfaces.  Comes with a hollow base (for best result fill 
with sand or water prior to use) for ‘planting’ flag. 
Highly visible rectangular flag.  

Color:  Yellow/Hurricane Red

Size:  1” x  60” H

Suggested Retail:  $56.00 USD
  Sold in sets of 4

Olympus® Skills Corner Marker  Flags  #942

Economical 1/4” x 72” fiberglass rod with Neon 
Orange pennant flag. Great for coaching and
training activities. 
Sold in sets of 4 only.

Color:  Bright Orange

Suggested Retail: 
1–4 sets: $32.00/set USD
5 –12 sets: $31.00/set USD
13+ sets:  $30.00/set USD
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Olympus® Full Custom Hoodie
Page 13

800.877.5053 • 720.833.0798  
720.833.0814 fax

www.OlympusRugby.com
info@OlympusRugby.com

CONTINENTAL SPORTS SUPPLY,  INC.
3981 South Decatur Street  
Englewood, CO 80110  USA

DEALERS: Minimum order is $75.00 or a $5.00 
minimum order fee will apply.

© 2019 CONTINENTAL SPORTS SUPPLY,  INC.

OLYMPUS®

FAST-CUSTOM™
JERSEYS 
READY TO SHIP 
IN  7-14
DAYS*
(PAGES 4-5)

DESIGN YOUR OWN OLYMPUS® 
FASTCUSTOM™ RUGBY JERSEY 
#3040

Olympus® Tackle Training Mitt

Page 11

*Olympus® Fast-Custom™ 
jerseys ready to ship 7-14 
business days after final 
artwork approval. 

SUBLIMATED

INSIDE HOOD!


